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About This Game

POPixel is a game made with pixelart. It's the perfect mix between casual and adventure styles. You control an acrobat bullet-
man that blows up balloons jumping on them, but it's not that simple: each balloon has an unique behavior.

Explore 4 differents worlds with 30 levels each, blow up every balloon you find and don't forget to collect all the 3 coins in
each level. Unravel aerodynamic puzzles and floating challenges, find out what each balloon does and use them in your favor to

complete your task.

Features:

Dozen kinds of balloons, each one with unique behavior.

Four different world with 30 levels each. And more to come.

Pixelart.
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I bought this on sale and left it to idle for the cards.

This was my first mistake.

My second? Actually playing it. I'm well beyond getting a refund but even paying 65 cents for it feels like an incredible waste.
I've spent 25 cents on games with more content than this.

Another annoying bit: There is nothing telling you what any of the controls actually do. Only my accident did I discover I could
heal myself by hitting right click. Yes. Heal...and elongate my eternal torment.. I've bearly started playing and am already in love
with the game. The characters are cute, the animation is adorable and the puzzles are fun.. Plis read this game publishers we
need a reconnect feature because i play with my friend suddenly disconnect without obvious cause and i cant reconnnect to the
game. This is a gem of a point and click adventure game. Funny, simple, awesome. While not perfect, I loved playing this game.
. as many reviews on many games state, it would be a lot bnetter to have some sort of numerical (1-10) sysem or something. I
like the setyup of the game, it is older but acceptable graphics. Has a lot of content actually. Devs really should come back and
add a card set and achievements to make the purchase a bit more "worth it". But if you can catch it on sale it's a nice litle game.
I don't like giving a Neg to a "medium" game. So I always opt for the UP vote. Again, it's alright, nothing to eb overly
dissapointed with.. Infliction is a great game. I've really enjoyed the story, the environment and the exquisite attention to detail.
Definitely worth it.. What are you looking at??! B U Y IT !!!. It's a very different game than the other games, didn't played it
much, but I think it's really an awesome game that worth a try!. also it's a great game to kill time, and playing with your friends
but only in one device. I wish they add multiplayer to play with other players around the world!!.. Really funny and entertaining
sort of cartoon eSports team manager sim. In the vein of other management sims but with a funny storyline and devs constantly
working and improving the game. Definitely worth the buy!. I bought the game on sale and returned it.
Before some one gets on my case, I know this is a Rogue-like and I actually quited
liked that bit as it a genre I actually enjoy.

For me the biggest issues with this game is the lack of variety of both combat and level design,
The Spells were cool in theory but I think could have been executied better, and the melee combat (I understand it slower on
purpose but that doesn't mean it was a good idea) needs work.
I really think there is potential though and maybe with a few design tweaks I would have better enjoyed it.
But its not completely without merit and I will give it praise for the things I did like
I like the focus on Inventory (Managing weight, weapons, items)
I like the skill tree concept (Simple and easy to understand)
I love the character classes are a thing (But they could have used a bit more variety)

And even the simple 3D graphics have a charm (kind of like the charm of that the 2.5D Rogue-likes employ)
I don't hate the game, I was just disappointed on what I hoping for.
If they do come with new updates or a sequel that fixes the issues I had with it then I
would gladly pick it up.
I would greatly recommend the demo if you are truly on the fence about it.
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Pick it up for under $5, worth an hour or two of your time!. Story is amazing , and it's the best arpg that I have played since ages
... I really recommend you to play this kind of games, 12 school of spells , and most poerful spells are amazing if you upgraded
the power of your spell. I dont beilive why many people doesnt like this game , maybe they are heretics :P. I really did enjoy this
game all the way through, even with its painfully average dialogue and a lot of crashes.
The story was actually sort of interesting, and I can't wait to see it continue in Underworld.
I enjoyed the gameplay for what it was; you can do these weird out of place slow mo jumps on enemies while shooting them up,
and there's a lot of cool QTE segments which I didn't really mind since they are extremely simple to pull off. Platforming and
such is still great, but it doesn't come without its fair share of stupid deaths.
The motorcycle parts... I could do without but they are tolerable.
And then came the final boss - a very poorly designed boss. As soon as you hit that checkpoint, you're stuck fighting it with
nothing but a clunky weapon while it combos you and you can do nothing about it. You can't even restart the level from the
beginning unless you happened to have a save game before that point. I took around 2 hours to beat the boss alone.

During my playthrough I experienced several crashes, especially with the "Next Gen" option turned on in certain levels, so I was
forced to turn it off during those levels. Other than that, it played perfectly fine.
Sure, the final boss is poorly designed, the puzzles are stupidly easy and it's more of a cheesy 90's film than Tomb Raider but I
really enjoyed the game overall.
7\/10.. Here's a shocker; I only bought this game on impulse... It looked like an awesome idea and that's about all I went on
when I bought it.

This game really surprised me though. I played it way too long for its actual gameplay. I guess it's because of the thrill of
exploring an uncharted world, the need to get more spells to be even more powerful and see the absolute chaos that your power
can bring to the world. To be able to shape it in any way that you want. I mean let's be honest here... Who wouldn't want to be a
powerful mage soaring through the sky, killing evil black things that are hostile and gaining more powers as you explore new
worlds?

I for one am pleased, for once, that I followed my 'ooooo shiny' impulse. Thanks for all the work that you guys do! I'm glad to
see that the game is updated fairly regularly.. This game is short, but very nice. If you can wrap your head around ending it
makes a lot of sense. I give this game a 8\/8 m8. This is a nice route. I recommend it for UP lovers. The ES44AC is very
improved. And the SD40-2 has a better horn. So does the ES44AC. It has realistic weather effects. It also has more than one
route for each train. I think its going to be in my Top 3 routes at #1. Its the best route ive ever had.
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